
 

Wallenstam is a property company that manages, builds and develops properties for sustainable living and enterprise in 

Gothenburg, Stockholm and Uppsala. The property holdings are valued at around SEK 55 billion and the customer base 

consists of around 10,000 households and 1,000 enterprises. The total lettable area is around 1 million sq m. Wallenstam 

is self-sufficient in renewable energy through its own wind turbines in operation. The company’s B shares have been listed 

on Nasdaq Stockholm since 1984.  
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TIBCO expands to almost 2,700 square meters with Wallenstam 

TIBCO is expanding its floor space at Första Långgatan in Gothenburg and will lease a further 

900 square meters. The total floor space will increase to almost 2,700 square meters, spread 

over four floors, where the top floor will become a common area for meetings, innovation 

exchange and larger collaborative projects. The expanded office space also offers access to a 

large roof terrace with wonderful views of the water.   

“We have been based here since the early 2000s and for some time we have wanted to 

modernize the office and make it an attractive workplace where we can receive partners and 

customers in a pleasant environment. By now rebuilding and renovating together with 

Wallenstam, more creative meeting places are being developed for continued innovation and 

product development. This feels really great and is an important success factor in order to be 

able to continue our positive development,” says Olle Landström, SVP TIBCO Software. 

TIBCO Software began as a start-up from Chalmers University of Technology just over 20 

years ago and today is a global player which develops world-leading software for Visual 

Analytics. With thousands of users worldwide, TIBCO sells software which is used by 

companies within a number of different sectors in order to visualize and interactively analyze 

data, identify trends, detect errors and find new solutions.   

About 100 people work at TIBCO Software’s office at Första Långgatan 24-26 in Gothenburg 

while colleagues around the group are found in the US, France, Romania and India, among 

other locations.  

“It is extra nice to find creative and good solutions together with our tenants so that they can 

grow with us. TIBCO can now remain and continue to develop at the same address,” says 

Marina Fritsche, Vice CEO of Wallenstam. 

Adaptation of TIBCO’s premises will occur in stages while business operations are ongoing, 

and the entire reconstruction is expected to be completed by fall 2021.    
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